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PROMOTIONS FOR HONNICK, BALDWIN TO KEY POSITIONS FOR RE&LS
Rochester, NY- Ravi Engineering & Land Surveying (RE&LS) is pleased to announce the advancement of Dave Honnick,
P.L.S., and Sean Baldwin to key leadership positions within the Land Surveying group.
Dave Honnick, P.L.S., will assume responsibilities as Vice President of Land Surveying, continuing the strengths of service
and reliability RE&LS has earned among it’s core client markets of civil and transportation construction. Having joined the
firm in 2018, Dave brings 24 years of experience in Land Surveying working extensively throughout his career with state,
federal and municipal agencies in the Central and Western New York regions. As Design Survey Project Manager, Dave has
provided survey and mapping on numerous projects related to educational facilities, municipal structures, highway
construction, and utility infrastructure for RE&LS. The New York State Association of Professional Land Surveyors
(NYSAPLS) recognized Dave in 2020 with top honors for ALTA/NSPS map design, as did the National Society of Professional
Surveyors in a nationwide contest of member submissions.
Sean Baldwin, with 22 years of professional experience in Land Surveying, will now expand his responsibilities as
Department Manager, overseeing both Design Survey and Construction Survey groups. Sean has been with RE&LS since
2006, and his demonstrated leadership as Construction Survey Project Manager has been a key factor in doubling both
staff size and clientele in recent years. During this time, RE&LS has expanded services in Survey to include Machine Control
Modeling, Laser Scanning, Subsurface Utility Engineering and UAV Imaging & Surveying. Sean’s leadership has been
integral to this growth serving markets including heavy highway construction, civil construction, and private development.
Firm principal and CEO Nagappa Ravindra cites the work Dave and Sean have demonstrated in recent years saying, “It is
through the shared commitment of Dave Honnick and Sean Baldwin that we have been able to expand our services and
support our team of professional land survey technicians so successfully. We are certain that their continued leadership
will strengthen our firm’s capabilities and performance in years ahead.”

ABOUT THE FIRM:
RE&LS, established in 1995, is a full-service consulting engineering firm specializing in structural,
environmental and geotechnical engineering, as well as construction inspection and surveying services. A
professional and technical staff of 118 work across New York State where offices are located in Rochester,
Binghamton, Albany and Buffalo. The firm is a certified NYS MBE and is committed to providing technically
sound solutions to clients that include state, municipal and private organizations.
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